
Appendix for: Pseudo-Q Generating Pseudo Language Queries for Visual
Grounding

A. Statistics of RefCOCO Dataset
In Figure 1, we show the statistics of the training set of

RefCOCO [5] dataset to demonstrate spatial relationship is
one of the dominant components in language queries. As
we can see, spatial relationships exists in almost 60% of
queries. Furthermore, the most common spatial relation-
ships in RefCOCO are left and right. In addition, other spa-
tial relationships, i.e., middle, front, top, and bottom, are
also frequently found in language queries.
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Figure 1. Statistics of the training set of RefCOCO [5] dataset.
(a): The percent of language queries that contain spatial relation-
ships. (b): The number of different spatial relationships.

B. Pseudo-Query Templates
Our pseuod-queries are generated following the tem-

plates shown in Table. 1. All the possible templates is con-
sidered in our method for the purpose of obtaining as many
candidate pseudo-samples as possible. Honestly, this strat-
egy will inevitably produce some ungrammatical pseudo-
samples. Our approach is similar to all the pseudo-label
based methods, such as semi-supervised learning, which
can’t guarantee every single pseudo-query is correct. Over-
all, these pseudo-queries provide valuable supervision sig-
nals and eventually benefit the training of the model.

C. Visual-Language Model
In this section, we provide more details about the archi-

tecture of the visual encoder and the language encoder.
In the visual encoder, a CNN backbone and a

Table 1. Pseudo-query templates. Attr and Rela represents at-
tribute and relationship, respectively.

Pseudo Query Template Example

{Noun} “man”, “building” etc.

{Noun} {Attr} “man standing” etc.
{Attr} {Noun} “talk man”, “wooden building” etc.

{Noun} {Rela} “man on the right” etc.
{Rela} {Noun} “center man”, “left building” etc.

{Noun} {Attr} {Rela} “man standing on the right” etc.
{Noun} {Rela} {Attr} “man right standing” etc.
{Attr} {Noun} {Rela} “standing man on the right” etc.
{Attr} {Rela} {Noun} “standing right man” etc.
{Rela} {Noun} {Attr} “right man standing” etc.
{Rela} {Attr} {Noun} “right standing man” etc.

transformer-based network are stacked sequentially for im-
age feature extraction. The CNN backbone is a ResNet-50
model [4] pre-trained on ImageNet [2], and the transformer-
based network is the encoder part of DETR network [1]
which consists of six transformer layers. Moreover, the pre-
trained weights of DETR are utilized for initialization. The
output feature maps of the ResNet-50 are fed into a 1 × 1
convolutional layer for dimension reduction. Then, they are
flattened into 1D vectors for the transformer network.

In the language encoder, a token embedding layer and a
linguistic transformer are employed to extract textual fea-
tures. Specifically, the token embedding layer is leveraged
to convert the discrete words into continuous language vec-
tors. Since BERT [3] has been successfully applied for
text feature extraction, the BERT architecture which has 12
transformer layers is adopted as the linguistic transformer.
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